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The Sea
Smells

like fresh water

Sounds

like a sonar device

Looks

blue like my eyes

Feels

soft like a pillow

Tastes

salty like a salt shaker

Alessandro Lombardi
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Untitled
Her hair is as bright as the sun.
My mom cooks like a star
I’m as strong as a tree
Bruce Lee moves like water
The light was as bright as the sun
The streets are cracking just like a broken window
The truth is hard to handle as losing someone you
love
Alessandro Lombardi
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The Streets
What I see on the streets is a young boy
Helping an elderly woman,
Lemonade stands,
Fights,
Nice cars,
Crime scenes.
Hustle and bustle.
Alessandro Lombardi
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The Story of a Hero
The sun is full of gas like stars
Stars look like Christmas lights
Trees are strong like the sun’s heat
The moon is like light to the flies
A hero is strong like steel
A leader is smart, loud, obnoxious and shy like a tiger
I am non-existent, like unicorns
Alessio DiMarco
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Truth
The sun is glamorous like a woman
The stars from a distance are like diamonds
Trees are green like leaves
Water is as clear as a crystal
The wind is strong as a tornado
The streets are like a crime scene
Winter is big as a hassle
The truth is as big as a lie
A home is as comfortable being with my
grandmother
Time is quick as a blink of an eye
Antonio Lieggi
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Streets
The streets are like a crime scene
The streets are as dark as hell
The streets are dangerous as a drug
The streets are as busy as New York
The streets are as smooth as…
Antonio Lieggi
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Life
I survive by eating and living with my family
I live in a wealthy home with loved ones
I retreat when someone tries to steal my phone
I fear when I see big spiders
I win when I focus and try hard on a thing
I love when I have loved ones around me
I am here to live my life and be happy
I can’t live without my family
I see everything around me and feel everything
I will be positive
Antonio Lieggi
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Purpose
I am here to see my future and live it
I am here to be happy and have a wonderful life
I am here to live my dreams
I am here to be with my family
I am here to sacrifice things
I see loved ones in my dreams
I see people hating on everybody
I see negative things in people’s minds
I see loyal people around me
I see my grandfather coming to me
Antonio Lieggi
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Untitled
I see what I’m looking at
I see color in my dreams
I see people around me
I see everything in my dreams
I see things easier than others
I see important things, I never miss them
I see a broken world
I see Kylie Jenner in my dreams
I see my school being shut down in the future
Cristopher Campagnolo
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Time
Try not to waste time
Because time is of the essence.
Time is one of the most important things in life.
Without time, there is no life.
Time is what runs the world, not money.
Time is what makes decisions.
If time was not existent do you really think we
would have as many wars driven by greed?
Time is life.
Cristopher Campagnolo
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Cristopher Campagnolo
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Untitled
I retreat when necessary
When I shot my gun it went bang
Not after there was a boom because it hit a gas tank
Everyone clapped
I should be happy since I had shot the target or at
least I thought
Crash was what everyone heard
I shortly after realized that I had shot the wrong
thing
I was supposed to hit the wooden target in the
middle of the field
David Croteau-Shaw
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Untitled
Her smile is bright like the sun.
Your car shines like a star.
Her eyes are bright like the light.
You are as tall as a tree.
The sound of your voice is as smooth as
The flow of water.
I’m as fast as the wind.
Elias Pyrros
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Sounds
The sound of your voice is as sweet as candy.
The sound of your voice is as loud as a trumpet.
The sound of your voice is as quiet as a mouse.
Elias Pyrros
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Things that get me annoyed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

People that repeat themselves
When people pick their nose
When people sneeze on me
When people burp in my face
When people ignore me
Bad weather
Traffic

Elias Pyrros
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Survival
I can’t live without hockey because hockey is life and
it’s the best sport.
I can’t live without my friends because they keep me
busy in the day.
I can’t live without my family because they make me
who I am today.
I can’t live without sleep because sleep is the most
important part of life.
I can’t live without food because food is very good
and makes meat on my body.
Gianni Gucciardo
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Fear
I am afraid of movies I so don’t like them because I
think they are going to kill me one day
I fear failing school because I did it once and I don’t
want to do it again
I fear breaking my leg because one of my friends
broke his and it hurts
I fear death because don’t want to be with my cousin
right now
I fear getting in a fight after school because I don’t
want to get hurt
Gianni Gucciardo
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Feeling Weird
Woke up in the morning feeling really weird. I took
my shower and got dressed. I went out the door
walking to the bus feeling weird when I got off the
bus. I saw all my friends walking to me until
someone came up to me and hit me in the face but I
didn’t feel the hit so I beat the guy up in 3.5 secs.
After all that I said to myself how did I do that. My
friends were asking how did I beat him up and I said
I don’t know but I feel really strong. But my friends
did not believe me until one of them tried to hit me
and I stop it and hit him. But I feel really bad that I
did that so I carried him home.
Gianni Gucciardo
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Taking in a Scene
: you look good
: thank you
: can I come over
: yes
: cut my hair yesterday
: it looks really good
: all good in the hood
: yup
: the game starts at 7:00
: we can watch it
: flowers smell really good
: yes they do
: but I can’t do it
: yes you can
: you can do it
: yes just do it
Gianni Gucciardo
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Her Smile
her smile makes me as happy as a dog
her smile makes me think about her everyday
her smile makes me think of her
her smile makes me not listen in class
her smile makes me get confused
her smile makes me dream of her
her smile gets me in trouble
her smile makes me go for her
her smile takes me out of earth
her smile makes time fly
Gianni Gucciardo
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Life as a Human
Life is something that you probably don’t want to go
through,
You are pretty much setting yourself up for death,
But the amount of time you have until that day of
death is incredibly long for you to either kill yourself
or enjoy every second.
Kieran Alleyne
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Untitled
In time there is life,
Hope disappears like rain evaporates
I found the truth by chance
With freedom evil powers rise
Happiness stops wheels of hatred
In the blue sky, peace is eternal
The tree of light falls
In the window the sun shines
Anger is the staircase of hatred,
In pain you find kindness
Shalom Brody
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Untitled
In mercy we hate
Defend the dark
Peace will fall
God will rise
Worthy of death
Bear the pain
Man will die
Beloved is the dark god
Shalom Brody
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Untitled
Our world is a fragile place ruled by fear
Its roots dig deep piercing our hearts
Ruling or thoughts and actions
Fear is what causes doubt and denial
It is a primal power no one can escape
It is something everyone must overcome
Yet in the face of fear we may falter give fear a
foothold to control
Shalom Brody
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Untitled
The sun is a star just like you are
Your teeth shine the same as a star
Light lets us see like the sun keeps us warm
A tree’s root dig deep like or fears
Water flows like the blood in our veins
The wind flows like water in a stream
The street leads us like a map
The winter is like ice to our touch
The truth may hurt like lies may hurt
A home is as comforting as a hug
Time does not end like we do
The weather can’t be controlled like fire can
Ice is the same as frozen water
Cats are the same as kitties
Shalom Brody
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Untitled
Walking in the shadow of time
The heart crying its last beat
The sleeping tree awakens in the spring
Watching the seas waves breath
The bird singing in the mourning
The night is talking in a hushed tone
He was stealing something from his own home
The window dancing because of the wind
The chair went flying after the boom
The shoes needed breathing
I was believing in the owner of the outstretched hand
Shalom Brody
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